
rpQ Gov.Eccles

FROM

I have recast Goldenweiser!s
memo to the President on the lines x would
take if -*- were doing it. It will have to
be rewritten,in final form in any case,
but 1 am submitting my draft for you to
glance over. I first briefed his and think
nothing is left out tkainia in mine that
needs to be said, and that one or two
things are in mine that do need to be
said. I attach also his draft.
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July 1, 1940.

COMFIDEMTIAL IQMORANDUIt:

TO - The President

FROM - Chairman Eccles

Pursuant to our conversation in which you raised the questions
as to what should be done about gold, idle money and price stability, I
have confidentially discussed with the Board, and they have unanimously
approved, a series of comprehensive studies from which I expect to be
able to present to you, from time to time, information and proposals for
your consideration relative to the three questions you asked.

These questions, as you recognize, cannot be dealt with singly
or separately, but contemplate a long-range approach to basic national
problems. They are incidental to the foremost national piirpose of de-
fense and the raising and spreading of the American standard of living
to all groups of our people. Ways of handling gold, putting idle money—
and men—to work and establishing a dollar of constant purchasing power
are, as you have long realized, merely mechanisms towards achieving the
goal of an efficient, effective democracy.

My own view, if I may say so in this brief memorandum, is that
the public is more ready than ever to follow your vigorous leadership and
to accept an engineering economy, streamlined and geared to full production*
No one has seen more clearly than yourself that idle men breed fifth
columnists, that defense means not arms alone but loyalties, and that loyalty
is built upon faith that the system under which we live produces the greatest
good for the greatest nimber. We know that unless frustrated by blind or
selfish forces^faith can be made good again by democracy. Yet we are in
danger, I think,4 that our privileged minorities may take the saddle, that
they will offer refurbished but unworkable, outmoded platitudes to an
anxious, eager nation. That danger, I believe, can be met under your
leadership by facing the questions you raised realistically, on a basis of
experience and fact.

It is for the purpose of assembling and presenting the facts
relative to your searching questions that I have requested the Board to
authorize the requisite studies, augmenting the staff where necessary, in
order to accomplish the task as speedily as is consistent with care and
thoroughness.

I shall transmit to you, at the earliest moment, such progress
reports and material as might prove of interest and importance to you. As
I see it now, in order to furnish the essential background against which
your questions are projected, we should consider primarily the three
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essential elements for production: man power, natural resources pitas
facilities and money; and be prepared to present to you for your con-
sideration a practical program for combining these essentials into full
production for defense and for peace•

Permit me to say in passing that I think our public is awake
to the staggering fact that the Germans, who had no money relatively,
were able to employ all of their usable man power mainly, to be sure,
in building the greatest war machine of all times, but, nevertheless,
for full production, while we, with all our wealth, could not employ
our idle workers or approach full production in peace time. Once im-
pressed with the abimdance of our resources and with the importance of
money solely as a means to the end of full production, and not the end
itself, our public, in my judgment, will not be taken in by high-finance
economics, Wall Street catch-phrases, and political rhetoric of high
emotional but low fact or thought content.

Your questions ramify into many related subjects, as you know,
and we desire to draw upon the long experience, accumulated information
and the special knowledge of the Reserve Board and System and its staff
in furnishing whatever relevant factual data are needed for a rounded,
comprehensive national program, based on the possible alternatives that
may develop from the foreign situation.

Other governmental agencies and departments are experienced in
particular lines and are at work on many of the problems related to your
questions. It would be helpful to bring about the closest possible co-
operation and collaboration, not simply to avoid duplication but in the
interest of obtaining the widest fund of information in the shortest time
compatible with the best results.

I desired in this memorandum merely to advise you that the
Board and I wish to give you all the help we can command, that we con-
sider the task assigned a most appropriate one for this System and
organization to undertake, and that we are glad of the opportunity to
make the necessary surveys so that we may furnish you with the best
obtainable information.
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June 25, 191+0

Memorandum to the President

From Chairman Eccles

Referring to the assignment which you gave me the other

day, namely, to find answers to the three questions: What to do

about gold? About idle money? About price stability? I beg to

submit the following observations which are in the nature of a

report of progress•

I may say, at the outset, that answers to these three

questions involve all important phases of our economy and that,

in planning the answers, we propose to approach the problems in

their bearing on the real objective of our Governmental policy,

namely, the formulation of a long-time permanent program for the

full utilization of our human and material resources with a view

to assuring to our people secure employment and an income adequate

to maintain an American standard of living* Yfays of handling gold,

of utilizing idle money, and of establishing a dollar of constant

purchasing power are important only as pieces of machinery to facili-

tate the achievement of this objective*

The problem

The crisis in which American democracy has been for the

past ten years has assumed a different aspect as the result of

Hitler's successes in Europe* Until recently our real enemy -
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Memorandum to the President - 2 -

unemployment - was viewed as a domestic problem and we as a

people were content to fight this enemy in a half-hearted and

tradition-bound manner* Now our potential enemy is a totali-

tarian world - and we as a people are prepared to fight this

enemy in a wholehearted way with every means at our coniaand*

For the moment - this simplifies our problem. We

have popular support for a vigorous program of defense and

armament which as an immediate consequence is certain to help

alleviate, even though it may not cure, the disease of unem-

ployment •

In going full steam ahead on this program, however,

we must so plan our efforts as not only to achieve the maximum

results in a minimum of time, but also to make the best use of

the fact that traditional economic bogeys, such as an unbalanced

budget and Government controls and participation in economic

activity, have for the time being lost their terror to the people«

We must so plan our efforts as to achieve adequate national

defense without unduly distorting our economy and to be prepared,

when the time comes to relax our efforts for defense, to do so

without relapsing into a state of underactivity and large-scale

unemployment •
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Memorandum to the President - 3 "

Germany has demonstrated to the world that astounding

results can be produced without money and with limited resources -

provided these resources are effectively directed to the sole pur-

pose of serving the desired end* In Germany these results were

achieved by complete subordination of the individual to the state

and by complete control of prices, wages, profits, enterprise, and

materials, accompanied by the sacrifice of spiritual values. Not-

withstanding Germany's success to date in reaching its goal, it

remains to be seen how long the complex system of a totalitarian

economy can withstand the strains to which it is bound to be sub-

jected. Our problem is to achieve the results that we desire

within the framework of our institutions. We must devise means

for directing voluntary efforts into the necessary channels and

limiting the intrusion of the state, through controls and partici-

pation in activity, to the minimum necessary for successfully

carrying out our program. Less than that would sacrifice the success

of the undertaking; more than that, would involve unnecessary loss

of freedom.

Economically, our situation differs from that of Germany

in that we start with an abundance, not a scarcity, of necessary

raw materials. To be sure, we both start with a large volume of

unemployment. Our immediate purpose is not, however, as in
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Germany, to devote to armament all the national resources that can be

spared from civilian consumption reduced to a minimum consistent with

efficiency, but to increase both production and consumption until our

material and human resources are fully utilized. Our defense program

need not for some time to come impinge on civilian consumption; it can

be carried forward out of resources now unutilized, and should be ac-

companied by an enlarged output not of defense material alone, but of

consumption goods as well*

The plan

What we propose to do in carrying out your assignment is to

survey the fields in which expansion must be made; to review the avail-

able labor force for this expansion; to analyze the actual and potential

supplies of materials, and to attempt to formulate the policies that

will be necessary to produce the results immediately desired and at the

same time to lay the foundation for achieving longer-time objectives•

This will involve a review of public projects of all kinds,

labor policies, and tax and fiscal policies. Finance by itself cannot

produce a sound economy, but antiquated financial standards, so-called

sound finance, can obstruct efforts to achieve and maintain a sound

economy. Study of financial techniques that will serve rather than

thwart the purpose will be part of our undertaking. Idle money is

merely a symbol of the stalled economic machine which we must plan to

set and keep in motion. This involves both a stimulus to lagging

enterprise and adequate controls of speculative expansion.
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Memorandum to the President • 5 -

We propose also to study the dangers of price maladjust-

ments which may frustrate the efforts to achieve defense and fuller

employment and to maintain employment at a high level. Situations

in individual canmodities and industries will be studied in coopera-

tion with the Defense Committee and other agencies* We on our part

will endeavor to study particularly the forces which might cause

prices to rise on a wide front and to suggest policies to avoid such

a rise. With heavy demand concentrated on certain basic commodities,

like metals, prices of these commodities might advance sharply,

bringing about higher prices for many finished goods and probably

leading, indirectly, to a general cumulative advance* Action now

to assure adequate supplies of materials and thereby to keep prices

within bounds would help to avoid the necessity later for direct

price fixing and restrictive credit policies* As a part of the

whole program for maintaining stable economic conditions, improve-

ments in our banking machinery will be proposed. The question of

how to control the reserves created by the gold inflow is an

essential part of this problem.

A third broad subdivision of our study will deal with our

international trade position in a world where we shall have to com-

pete with totalitarian states. Questions of trade policy on this

hemisphere and in dealing with Europe and Asia have to be reviewed

in the light of changed conditions. Individual Americans, who could
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Memorandum to the President - 6 -

hold their own in competition with individual foreigners, cannot

successfully compete with state-controlled foreign monopolies*

Broad-gauge policies in the field of foreign trade must be worked

out* Gold and silver policies, as well as problems of foreign

exchange, must be determined in the light of the new situation*

Even the most effective policies, however, may fail to prevent

great shifts in the course of our foreign trade - shifts that may

force adjustments in some domestic industries more sweeping than

those brought about by the armament program. These must be taken

into account in formulating domestic policy•

In preparation for doing our share of the work we are

making full use of our staff and expanding and strengthening it

where necessary* We expect, in cooperation with others in the

Government, to develop the factual basis for recommending economic

policies that will further the defense program and at the same time

will help to promote a stable national wellbeing* I should like to

have the privilege of submitting to you, in the course of a few weeks,

a further report of progress, and such practical recommendations of

inmediate importance as we may be able to develop.

We realize that other Governmental agencies are working on

many of the problems here outlined* We suggest that close cooperation

between them and mutual assistance to avoid unnecessary duplication is

essential. Machinery for assuring cooperation and coordination of

effort should be adopted*

EAGdd
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